Introduction

Doorsteps in Paradise

With its roughly 250 square kilometers of fertile grass, and an amazing abundance of wildlife within its forested walls, the caldera of Ngorongoro counts among Tanzania’s world-renowned wilderness areas. Like the adjacent Serengeti National Park or the Selous Game Reserve, Ngorongoro features on UNESCO’s World Heritage list. Hundreds of thousands of tourists annually visit the crater for the promise of a spectacular game drive in a unique geological environment. So did I, one sunny morning in November 2004. My game drive was, however, also a journey into Ngorongoro’s German history.

By midday, Joseph, my guide and driver, had taken me to the gate of the Ngorongoro Conservation Area (NCA). From there, the route follows a carefully orchestrated conservationist script. After forty-five minutes of ascent along a dusty and winding track road, the visitor is finally released into the openness of the rim. Here, at Heroes Point, visitors are provided with a commanding view over the silent vastness of the crater. Tiny dots of wildlife are scattered over the verdant grassland some 600 meters below. A monument at Heroes Point, unveiled in 1981, commemorates scientists, game wardens, and rangers who lost their lives in the conservation of Tanzania’s wildlife treasure. A little further along the crater rim, the motorized traveler encounters the next memorial to conservation’s heroes and the first reminder of German entanglement with the fate of Ngorongoro. An epitaph indicates the site of the graves of Bernhard and Michael Grzimek, the Frankfurt Zoo Director and his son. Their films and publications catapulted Serengeti and Ngorongoro into the limelight of international conservation in the late 1950s. The memorial reminds visitors that Michael Grzimek “gave all he possessed for the wild animals of Africa, including his life.” Aged only 24, he died in a plane crash near Ngorongoro in January 1959 while conducting an aerial survey of wildlife numbers and migration patterns. His father, Bernhard Grzimek, is usually credited for coining the epithet of Ngorongoro as a “wonder of the world,” a standard accolade reciprocated in many East Africa travel guides. More importantly,
Grzimek’s book and Oscar-winning documentary film Serengeti Shall Not Die (1959) made him an international conservationist celebrity with enormous influence on Tanzanian wildlife politics after independence. He did not only mastermind many of the decisions taken in the management of the Serengeti National Park and the NCA since the early 1960s, but also promoted the nexus between mass wildlife tourism, development, and conservation in national parks. The revenue garnered from the films and conservationist campaigns in West Germany’s mass media enabled his Frankfurt Zoological Society to develop into “the single most important funding body” of conservation in the Serengeti and a key stakeholder in protected area management in Tanzania.

Being thus reminded to whom visitors owed the opportunity to experience wildlife in Northwestern Tanzania, Joseph and I descended into the crater to watch wildlife. However, our first encounter on the crater floor was with a Maasai herder and his cattle. Upon my inquiry about the Maasai’s presence and rights in the crater, Joseph told me about the multiple land-use philosophy behind the NCA. The Maasai, I learned, “are part of the ecosystem.” Occasional conflicts between the requirements of cattle and wildlife notwithstanding, Joseph emphasized the benefits the Maasai had derived from tourism and the management principles of the NCA since its inception in 1959. Talking about the crater’s fauna was an altogether easier task. Having trained at the renowned Mweka College of African Wildlife Management before he entered the business of wildlife tourism as a tour guide, Joseph knew everything about the species’ different uses of the available forage and how food plants contributed to the functioning of the savanna ecosystem. After I had gazed in amazement at a cheetah prowling in front of a dozen safari cars and got tired of the ubiquitous wildebeest, I asked Joseph to take me to the remnants of the German Farm in Ngorongoro. His surprise at my request confirmed anthropologist Noel Salazar’s observation that driver-guides usually skip this bit of the crater in order not to spoil tourist imaginaries of pristine nature. Usually, visitors are spared the reminder of what was a most contested place in colonial debates about wildlife conservation prior to World War I.

The ruins hardly constitute a visual highlight. All that is left is some rubble of the foundation walls and the still recognizable doorsteps of the farmhouse. Yet, insignificant as these stones may seem, they are vestiges of the largely forgotten German colonial empire in Eastern Africa, a stumbling block of human history in “Africa’s Garden Eden.” The doorsteps of the past in the wildlife paradise of the present remind everyone that, had the German colonial government had its way back in 1914, the history of Ngorongoro might have taken an entirely different course.
The Forgotten Past of Ngorongoro

Just over a century ago, the ruins near Munge Stream in the northwest of the crater belonged to what was an impressive farm by contemporary colonial standards. It consisted of a stone-built farmhouse, shed, and stable, and was owned by a certain Adolf Siedentopf, a German from the Prussian Province of Hannover. In April 1913, Siedentopf employed four whites, fifty-eight Maasai, and several dozen Iraqw to tend to a stock of around 1,000 cattle, 2,500 sheep, 40 donkeys, and 12 horses. He shared the crater with abundant wildlife—contemporary estimates reckoned as much as 20,000 wildebeest, 1,500 zebras, several thousand of Kongonis and other smaller antelopes, plus the occasional rhinoceros—and, until 1907, with several hundred Maasai pastoralists.

Before coming to Ngorongoro, Siedentopf had experimented with cotton cultivation and the breeding of livestock, donkeys, and ostriches in Sukuma near Lake Victoria. He probably discovered Ngorongoro while conducting trade in livestock and elephant tusks with Maasai intermediaries. In late 1904, Siedentopf approached the colonial government in Dar es Salaam to grant him pastureland in the crater for grand-scale cattle ranching. Thanks
to its altitude, Ngorongoro featured a mild climate, was free from tsetse, and remote enough from the next governmental outpost to provide leeway for an enterprising settler. A number of Afrikaner families who had come from South Africa after the Anglo-Boer War also vied for agricultural land in the crater, but German district officials preferred to support a fellow national. Under the assumption that Siedentopf was backed by substantial capital from Germany, the government condoned his mercurial character and his notorious defiance of authority. In December 1904, he was allotted 6,000 hectares of pasture in Ngorongoro with the obligation to stock the land with 2,000 heads of cattle. Depending on the development of his enterprise, Siedentopf was promised a further 3,000 hectares for every 1,000 heads of cattle, up to a total of 30,000 hectares. In early 1906, Adolf was joined by his brother Friedrich Wilhelm who established a separate farm at the southeastern end of the crater near Lerai Forest.

The Siedentopfs were expected to afforest parts of the crater floor, improve its pasture, and convert sizeable chunks of it into arable land. Within a few years, Adolf erected a stone farmhouse, which he baptized “Soltau,” after the small town in the Lüneburg Heath north of Hannover. The brothers introduced Australian eucalyptus and alfalfa, dug irrigation canals, created tracks for ox wagons, erected kraals for livestock, and imported breeding cattle from Kenya and South Africa. But their enterprise would never have prospered without hunting. Abundant elephants and wildebeest enabled them to enter into a flourishing regional trade in ivory and wildebeest tails, the latter being a cherished exchange commodity in Sukuma where they were used as bracelets, anklets, ornaments, and fly whisks for rainmakers and prophets. Ngorongoro’s wealth of wildlife helped subsidize their fledgling farms, as a considerable part of the settlers’ livestock was acquired in exchange for the products of their hunting.

With the next German administrative post six days away, the Siedentopf brothers occupied a lone European outpost in the heart of Maasailand. The seminomadic, pastoralist Maasai were not the only ethnic group living in the highlands and drylands comprising the Great Rift Valley in the west, most of southern Kenya and today’s Maasai steppe in central and eastern Tanzania. Nor were they the ones with the most ancient claims to it. Arriving at some point in the 1700s, they displaced other pastoralists from Ngorongoro and established a regional hegemony based upon transhumant pastoralism, specialized exchange economies, and the ruthless claim to all cattle. Ngorongoro developed into a site of particular cultural and spiritual significance for the Maasai. The Lerai forest on the crater floor, for example, was not only used for rainmaking and fertility ceremonies, but also held as a sacred grove, containing the graves of a number of important and estimated Maasai elders.
Many scholars have presumed that German conquest combined with *emutai*, had “removed the Masai and their cattle from the crater in the 1890s.”

*Emutai* is the Maasai term for the “complete destruction” that struck the pastoralist communities of the crater highlands during this decade, denoting the virtual annihilation of the economic basis of Maasai pastoralism through the combined onslaught of a panzootic of the previously unknown rinderpest, bovine pleuropneumonia, smallpox, and the warfare of colonial conquest. Famine followed, and contemporary estimates reckoned the death toll at about 90 percent of cattle and two thirds of the Maasai population. However, various reports by district commissioners and Schutztruppe officials attest not only to their continuing presence in Ngorongoro but reveal that the crater functioned as an important basis for the recovery and reorganization of the various Maasai sections during the 1890s and the early 1900s. It was the advent of the Siedentopfs that triggered their expulsion and expropriation from what they claimed as ancestral land in the crater. Siedentopf himself had represented Ngorongoro as “uninhabited” in order to make authorities regard the land as ownerless. Initially, no colonial official bothered to verify this claim. When Johannes Abel, the responsible district officer of Moshi, came to Ngorongoro in early 1905 to actually see and chart the land granted to Siedentopf a few months earlier, he found the crater inhabited by roughly 800 Maasai with approximately 500 cattle and 3,000 heads of small stock. But this made no difference. “Nomads as they are,” he argued, “the Maasai would never be granted land as property by any official land commission.” Although colonial officials acknowledged that Ngorongoro had been “a preferred pastureland of the Maasai since time immemorial,” the Ngorongoro Maasai were forcibly removed to the newly established Maasai reserve south of Kilimanjaro. A land commission set up in April 1907 confirmed Siedentopf’s leasehold, declared the crater as crown land, and provided an ex-post legal cover for the established fact of displacement, decreeing that “the Maasai had no more title to the land since they have been banned from Ngorongoro following their robberies and thefts.” By the end of 1907, only a handful of Maasai families were allowed to remain in the crater to work as herders and stable hands on Siedentopf’s fledgling farm.

Around 1907, the future of Ngorongoro appeared to lie in its wholesale transformation into an agriculturally productive landscape. However, Siedentopf’s livestock economy neither met governmental expectations nor his own initial promise. Accusations of violence, maltreatment of workers and unpaid wages, unfulfilled leasehold obligations, wildlife damage, cattle import, and guns in the hands of African farmworkers all contributed to increasing malevolence between Siedentopf and the government. When it
emerged that the presence of thousands of wildebeest constituted a constant threat of transmitting diseases to domesticated animals, colonial authorities began to consider options beyond livestock-based agriculture in Ngorongoro. A small yet vociferous wildlife conservation lobby in Germany called for the establishment of a permanent *Naturschutzpark*—the German term for a protected area inspired by the U.S. precedent of Yellowstone—in the colony. From about 1911 onward, colonial officials seriously considered preservation an attractive alternative use of the crater. “Shall this unique stock of game be exterminated just to make room for 3 or 4 farms with a few thousand cattle?”, the responsible subdistrict commissioner asked the government in Dar es Salaam in April 1912. “There are plenty of areas suitable for animal husbandry, but in the whole of Africa, there will be no other patch in which so much game is concentrated on so little space.”

Encouraged by similar requests from the colonial office in Berlin, the government probed options to turn the caldera into a *Naturschutzpark*. However, this would have meant to remove a settler with a leasehold contract that was irredeemable by the government until 1932. Authorities were reluctant to exert too much pressure, for the Siedentopfs were connected to influential prosettlement circles in Berlin. Any policy that smacked of handicapping Germany’s industrious frontiersmen for the sake of wildebeest ran the risk of public scandalization. Siedentopf rejected any compensation with farmland outside Ngorongoro, and the East African government declared itself unable to procure an estimated sum of up to 200,000 marks to buy Siedentopf out of his contract. So did the colonial office in Berlin. Also, the German Colonial Society (DKG), the country’s foremost organization to support colonialism overseas, and the Verein Naturschutzpark, a preservationist organization founded in 1909 to promote the establishment of large protected areas, declined to spend considerable funds for what they regarded as, after all, only a piece of “steppe country” far away in Africa.

Because the *Naturschutzpark* appeared impossible to realize, governor Heinrich Schnee announced to open the crater to private enterprise and agricultural development again. In early 1914, applicants for farmland were queuing. A safari business opened by Friedrich Wilhelm Siedentopf had already started to attract the first globetrotting German hunters to the crater, and by summer 1914, the distribution of farmland had proceeded apace. The final decision about the future utilization of the crater was still pending, but had it not been for the outbreak of World War I, Ngorongoro would have been completely divided up into agricultural estates. The war halted the sale of land, and the advance of British troops in early 1916 finally forced the brothers to leave the crater.
Germany and the Roots of Tanzania’s Environmental Conservation Complex

My personal safari into the conservation history of Ngorongoro shows that there is often little “natural” about places that the hegemonic representations of wildlife tourism and conservation management entrench as timeless nature and primordial wilderness. Tourist imaginaries of the present usually elide the complex human history of iconic natural landscapes. The rubble of the German farm in Ngorongoro also reminds everyone that today’s natural zoo was perceived completely different by Europeans a century ago. Until late in the first decade of the twentieth century, Europeans saw and described Ngorongoro predominantly in terms of its potential for agricultural development. It was a paradise of the farmer, while the imagery and rhetoric of a wildlife paradise only rose to prominence after the removal of the Maasai.22

Above all, the traces left by Siedentopf first, and the Grzimeks later, testify to the deep connections that existed between German society and the nature and wildlife of Ngorongoro over the twentieth century. Like the extensive sisal plantations at the bottom of the Pare Mountains, the remnant doorsteps in the wildlife paradise of Ngorongoro are a visible and lasting mark that German colonial rule has left on Tanzania’s environment. Indeed, the ruins of Ngorongoro are a very fitting reminder, for they are easily overlooked, just as the significance of the German colonial period in the history of wildlife conservation in East Africa has so far been overlooked. But it was in the years of German colonial rule between 1885 and World War I that the legal pretext for the exclusion and alienation of the Maasai from vast tracts of their homelands was invented. Today’s conflicts surrounding conservation and land use in the area started with the colonial denial of entitlements and the removal of the Maasai in 1907. Scribbled English notes on the respective files in the national archives of Dar es Salaam reveal that subsequent British authorities were aware of their content and consulted them in later quarrels over human and animal rights in Ngorongoro and Serengeti. Ngorongoro may have been poised to be developed rather than preserved in 1914, but the debates surrounding the establishment of a *Naturschutzpark* reflect the broader conflicts over hunting, access to wildlife, and land use that became a characteristic feature of colonial politics after the turn of the century. At times, these were so fierce that contemporaries employed the dramatic catchphrase of “colony or zoological garden” to capture the possible future developments of German East Africa.

The case of Ngorongoro shows that “modern” conservationist concerns as well as outside interventions on behalf of the preservation of African
wildlife predate the British period. It also illustrates how much animals mattered to the course and development of colonial Tanzania. The three decades of German colonial rule in Tanzania witnessed the formation of a regime of wildlife conservation that emerged from the precolonial and colonial politics of hunting in East Africa. This was a conflict-ridden and by no means straightforward process. Yet, by the end of the German colonial period, wildlife, or at least game, was routinely framed as an evolutionary heritage that was acknowledged, although not yet systematically used as a source of tourist revenue. Unlike in continental Europe, the establishment of a conservationist mode of appropriating the wildlife's value led to a regard for nature and large animals as natural capital. Wild animals were not removed as an obstacle, but came to be acknowledged as the basis of an East African way into modernity that accommodated rather than exterminated wildlife. The origins of Tanzania's "environmental-conservation complex," that conglomerate of a protected area estate, wildlife as a source of revenue, and transcontinental governance, date back to the years of German rule, when wildlife conservation emerged as part of the competing and often contradictory agendas of the colonial state. While Ngorongoro did not yet count among them, the British inherited fifteen game reserves and a structure of codified game laws when they took over Tanganyika as a mandated territory from the League of Nations after World War I. The East African Campaign may have been an ecologically devastating rupture, but it did not affect the legal substance and the exclusionary pattern of conservation policies as continued after 1918.

Historiographical Contexts and Analytical Perspectives

Colonial conservation and wildlife policies are such well-established themes in the environmental history of Africa and the British Empire that William Beinart, one of the foremost champions of the field, has urged scholars to move beyond the colonial paradigm a few years ago. However, scholars of East Africa yet need to acknowledge the depth of German involvement in its wildlife history. The existing literature on Tanzania, most of it of Anglo-American provenance, has largely marginalized the German colonial period. Conservation policies before World War I, if registered at all, are seldom dedicated more than a few pages. In Germany, the towering icon of celebrity conservationist Bernhard Grzimek and his mediatized moral campaigns since the 1950s have long handicapped rather than encouraged a deeper engagement with the fact that the country had been involved in East African wildlife conservation half a century earlier. In the collective memory of German society, it is usually Grzimek who is
credited to have raised people’s awareness to the endangered wildlife of the African continent. However, Grzimek had a precursor more than fifty years earlier, who anticipated most of his concerns, arguments, and methods: Carl Georg Schillings, a hunter, wildlife photographer, and conservationist campaigner whose bestselling books and sold-out lantern-slide picture shows of East Africa’s wildlife sensitized German audiences to the problem of wildlife destruction in the decade before the World War I. Retrieving his largely forgotten story helps restore the long-term continuities as well as the fundamental ambivalences and asymmetries inherent in Germany’s cosmopolitan engagement in Africa’s conservation history.

This book explores the politics of conservation and wildlife regulation in colonial Tanzania under German rule. It situates the colonial exploitation, utilization, conservation, and regulation of game in the political ecology of wildlife that evolved under the regime of the East African caravan trade over the nineteenth century. It asks how wild animals and elephants in particular have shaped the culture and geography of colonial rule, and how conservation policies evolved in a stuttering and highly uneven quest for a more sustainable utilization of the wildlife resource. The chapters that follow identify the years between 1885 and 1914 as a period of decisive transformation in the relationship between humans and wildlife. They highlight the role of wildlife as a factor in the “contested interaction between the environment, local initiative, and imperial drive”30 that produced “Tanzania” as a political unit. A centralizing state defined a public interest in nondomesticated animals, wielded control over wildlife as a resource, and fundamentally altered the geographies of human interaction with wild animals through the establishment of game reserves. The severe restrictions placed upon the hunting rights of Africans transformed local ecologies and decisively impeded rural communities’ capacities of environmental control. Colonial wildlife legislation established an ecoracist regime whose asymmetries remained in place long after formal political decolonization.

Yet, wildlife did not just play an important role in Tanzania’s state-building. It was also crucial for the country’s integration in transcontinental and global connections. If the ivory trade has been a driver of East Africa’s connectedness across continents before the onset of colonial rule, the conservation of its wildlife acquired a similar function since 1900. Preserving elephants in particular became part of Europe’s civilizing mission. Conservation engendered, at times, close cooperation among empires and became the concern of well-connected elite hunter-conservationists in Germany and Britain. Their lobbying for stricter conservation policies initiated the outside intervention on behalf of Tanzania’s wildlife that is such a marked feature of the transcontinental architecture of wildlife conservation gov-
ernenance in East Africa to this day. In German society, the numerous representations of the colonial encounter with Africa’s fauna in travelogues, photography, museums, and colonial exhibitions fostered perceptions of timeless originality that erased history and the human factor from the African landscape.

The role that the hunting and conservation of elephants attained in the context of colonialism in East Africa was unique in comparison with Germany’s other colonies. It was here that wildlife products and ivory in particular had the greatest economic and political importance. The popularization of East Africa’s wildlife in text and photographs held a most captivating sway on the German imperial imagination and had no parallel in any other of the German colonies. In hunting and conservation related discourses, the Maasai Steppe and Kilimanjaro plains became landscapes of desire and localizations of a wildlife paradise that helped forge the stereotypical equation of Africa with the East African savanna and its charismatic animals. East Africa is therefore a fertile ground to show what the imperial treatment of nature can disclose about the nature of imperialism. Focusing on one colony allows for an empirically grounded analysis of how the appropriation of animals has shaped the unfolding and workings of colonial rule down to the local level. While the results of this study suggest that German imperialism is more adequately understood as consisting of a variety of different colonialisms, this book stakes the broader claim that elsewhere, too, nature was a crucial locus of power and not merely a passive background for the human drama of colonialism. Ecology, the bodies and properties of animals, soil, natural resources, or forests, were of similar significance in other contexts of German imperial expansion. Hence the title *The Nature of German Imperialism.*

By restoring the presence of animals in the colonial encounter between colonizers and colonized, this study argues for a more comprehensive understanding of empire and colonialism that includes their ecological dimensions and the multiple agencies of humans, animals, and plants. Rather than a mere “relationship of domination between an indigenous … majority and a minority of invaders,” colonialism must be understood as a political ecology constellation that essentially pertained to the land and its properties. It did not only affect flora and fauna but worked through them. Contemporaries were well aware of the grounded and ground-taking character of the process they referred to as *Kolonisation.* The Germans who conquered East Africa in the early 1890s tried to realize this claim to the properties of the land and especially those animals regarded as game. The appropriation of animals as well as their conservation was enmeshed in changing relationships of power, which this study engages by applying a political ecology framework. The transdisciplinary project of political ecol-
ogy critically rejects unpolitical explanations of environmental change and combines, in its classic definition by Piers Blaikie and Harold Brookfield, “the concerns of ecology and a broadly defined political economy.” Political ecological analyses are sensitive to questions of environmental justice and situate local resource conflicts, ecological change, and nature conservation measures in broader relations of economic, political, and epistemic power. They draw awareness to the fact that concepts such as soil erosion, deforestation, wilderness, biodiversity, “threatened,” or “pristine” nature are no natural phenomena, but implicated in often asymmetrical relations of power. Epistemologically, most political ecology studies subscribe to a critical realism that rejects the absolutism of discourse and representation and acknowledges the double character of nature as cultural construct and as physical materiality.

In her fascinating study of early modern colonial expansion in New England, Virginia DeJohn Anderson has argued that “leaving livestock out of the story of early American history is a little like staging Macbeth without the scenes in which Banquo’s ghost appears. The ghost has no speaking role, but it is nevertheless central to the plot.” The same could be said about the role of elephants or the tsetse-transmitting flies of the species glossinae in East African history. The following chapters seek to release these species from their confinement in apolitical natural histories and bring them back into a world they shared with humans. Although inspired by the burgeoning field of human-animal studies, this study does not intend to provide an animal history or reconstruct the past ecology or ethology of certain species. Its prime interest lies with hunting and conservation as the predominant and politically relevant forms of human interaction with them. Yet, restoring the presence of animals in the contact zones of European colonialism is more than a reference to the latest academic fad. The following chapters show that animals and elephants in particular were instrumental in the making of colonial rule in East Africa. Animal action and behavior influenced and determined what humans did (and vice versa). In that relational, processual, and compounded sense, animals did have agency.

Furthermore, this book engages several other bodies of scholarly literature. First, it contributes to the vibrant environmental historiography of Tanzania. Thaddeus Sunseri in particular has advanced knowledge of the German period through his thorough analyses of the social conflicts surrounding the introduction of European-style rational forestry and by exposing the environmental dimensions of the Maji Maji War. This study builds upon this work by analyzing the origins of statist wildlife conservation, the social conflicts that arose out of the colonial regulation of access to game, and the role elephants and ivory played in Maji Maji. By emphasizing the degree to which the political cleavages and alliances created by hunt-
The Nature of German Imperialism

ing in the precolony were continued under colonial rule, the book refines Sunseri’s argument about Maji Maji. Moreover, it contributes to the long-standing controversy in Tanzanian environmental history surrounding the stability and environmental control of precolonial societies, respectively, the devastating impact and ecological destabilization wrought by colonial rule. Interpretations of a “Merry Africa” of stable communities living in harmony with nature have been contrasted by analyses that stress precolonial primitivity and poverty. However, as N Thomas Håkansson has argued, both interpretations underestimate outside forces and the transformative capacities of the ever-expanding caravan trade from the middle of the nineteenth century. By drawing attention to the social and political implications of elephant hunting and its enormous ramifications for the making of colonial rule, this study emphasizes the mobilizing character of the caravan trade, the dynamics of precolonial human-animal relationships, as well as important continuities between precolony and the German takeover.

Second, by analyzing the environment as a “locus of power,” The Nature of German Imperialism seeks to restore an environmental dimension to the historiography of German colonialism. While there exists a burgeoning literature on the environmental history particularly of the British Empire, the boom of German colonial studies over the last two decades has spawned comparatively little interest in the ecological entanglements between metropole and colonies. The emphasis on entangled histories and the plea to analyze colony and metropole “in a single analytical field,” respectively within a global framework, have been extremely stimulating for German colonial studies in general. However, the reception of postcolonial methodology in German colonial studies has also been marked by a tendency to privilege discourses, fantasies, and the repercussions of the colonial encounter in the imperial “metropole” over what actually happened in the colonies. In a more recent turn, the adoption of a “postcolonial perspective” on German expansionism has resulted in a wave of studies interested in continuities, parallels, and connections between colonial rule overseas and continental imperial expansion in Eastern Europe. Whereas the claims about connections, impacts, and reverse flows have spawned productive controversies, for example, over military violence and genocide, the depth and character of entanglements between colony and metropole require critical qualification by thorough empirical analyses of further fields of imperial engagement. This study contributes to this literature by providing an empirically grounded analysis of the transcontinental flow of ideas and concepts in the making of colonial wildlife policies in East Africa. It is attentive to the concrete directions of these transfers and its agents. While retaining its focus on a formal protectorate as the foremost
space in which German imperialism took place, it extends the analytical field of colony and metropole by situating these exchanges in a transcolonial, respectively transimperial setting. German policies in Africa were heavily influenced by concepts, models, and practices in other imperial settings, like the North American West or the British territories in Southern and Eastern Africa. Finally, by analyzing the international repercussions of African wildlife conservation and by restoring the colonial dimensions of the early German Naturschutz movement, this book highlights the transnational dimensions of the fledgling German preservationism that has so far received but scant attention in German environmental historiography. The encounter with Africa’s charismatic megafauna was a source of German conservationist sensibilities in its own right. Integrating the colonial experience into the history of the “new” German conservationism evolving in the last third of the nineteenth century highlights the often overlooked role of hunting as a source, as well as of hunters as advocates and promoters of conservationist sensibilities. Although their ideas about wild animals were by no means uncontested, hunters were a controversial part rather than opponents of the fledgling and amorphous German movement for nature protection around 1900.

Analyzing the politics of wildlife in East Africa between colony and metropole requires sensitivity to the spatial levels of the colonial, the transimperial, respectively international, and the “metropolitan” on which these politics unfolded and reverberated. Of course, this distinction is first and foremost analytical. The interactions, frictions, and connections between these spaces are manifold and hard to disentangle. Fear of extinction “on the spot,” for example, evoked transimperial and international cooperation that impacted back upon wildlife policies in East Africa. While the interaction between these three levels is woven into the narrative that traces the unfolding of East African wildlife politics in Parts I and II of this book, the last three chapters take these spatial levels as their specific analytical starting points. Thereby, they highlight the thorough and more than ephemeral impact of German colonial policies in the field of wildlife and the evolving structural dependency of East African wildlife policies on the international and metropolitan spheres. They also draw attention to what was transferred and what was lost in translation. The development of a cosmopolitan concern in Germany with wildlife conservation far away in Africa came at the price of a narrowing of vision and a stereotypical simplification of social, political, and ecological complexity that characterizes environmental communication and perception across continents to this day.

With a view to the colony as a space of wildlife, this study is interested in the political, social, ecological, and economic conflicts caused by the establishment of colonial control over East Africa’s wildlife. In his analysis
of the establishment of German rule in East Africa, Michael Pesek has drawn attention to the multiple local roots of colonial rule, showing how the political and moral economies of East African caravan travel were incorporated and gradually abandoned by the traveling economy of colonial conquest. His observations must be extended to the elephant hunting that supplied the ivory trade, as both the control over ivory and elephants decisively shaped the structure and the practices of colonial state-building. Therefore, it is indispensable to rehearse the importance of hunting in the precolonial ecologies of settlement and trade in order to understand the degree to which colonial rule was both a continuation and rupture of local cultures of hunting and authority. In their dependence on local intermediaries and their networks, the impersonations of the colonial state at the lowest administrative level strikingly resembled the African and Swahili big men and entrepreneurs who had used hunting and ivory to accumulate wealth in people. The colonial state of the 1890s continued essentially precolonial patterns of authority and used hunting less as an assertion of imperial power than as a means of establishing a working relationship with cooperating chiefs or aspirants to power. The integration of animals into the workings of colonial rule thus serves to abandon easy categorizations of collaboration versus resistance or colonizer versus colonized for more complex interrelationships in the colonial contact zones.

By tracing the protracted, contested, and haphazard assertion of state control over wildlife, this study exposes both the strength and the weakness of the colonial state. With no premeditated pattern and an institutional structure that rendered every change of governor “a change of the system,” the colonial administration staggered toward sustainability by exclusion. In the process, multiple lines of conflict became visible, several of them undermining the boundaries of “race”. Therefore, the question of who was entitled to hunt which animals, by what means, and at what cost, is particularly well suited to reveal the inner workings and fissures of colonial society. Nevertheless, access to wildlife in 1914 was fundamentally different from 1885. From a resource exploited for their economic value as ivory, elephants had developed into an exclusive resource preserved for a handful of white hunters for the conspicuous performance of their wealth, class, race, and masculinity. The local politics of wildlife in the colony had become part of imperial and international structures of environmental governance, and the change in the economics of the hunt was mirrored by a change in ethics. The “trust in nature” that had governed hunting in the precolony had been replaced by a centralized state that held “nature in trust.”

The second level on which the colonial politics of wildlife will be analyzed in this study comprises all the processes, links, and networks that transcended the boundaries of the colony and forged trans- and interna-
tional, transcolonial, or transimperial connections. The neighborhood of empires in Africa turned European imperialism into a culture of prestige and exposure as well as into a structure that prompted exchange and transfer. Imperialism generated its own forms of internationalism. Nature conservation came to constitute “one of the key realms of … trans-imperial and international coordination,” and colonial conservation was an important “triangulation point” for cultural transfers and contacts between Britain and Germany. Highlighting the principled mutuality of these exchanges may serve as a way to deflate assumptions about British exceptionalism and put the British Empire in perspective and proportion. Rather than taking its leading role for granted, an analysis of the transimperial character of East African wildlife politics helps to analyze, in Antoinette Burton’s words, “to write the British Empire into world history … in terms of its role in the co-production of imperial globality rather than its originary character.”

This said, there is no denying that perceptions and exchanges between Britain and Germany in East Africa were conjunctural, asymmetrical, and often one-sided. Russell Berman has even argued that German colonial discourse was essentially derivative, as it constantly engaged with the example set by the British. The prominence of Britain as rival, model, and, above all, repository of imperial practices and knowledge will be approached on several levels. In relative independence of the ebbs and flows of the Anglo-German antagonism in Europe, Germany’s self-perception as a latecomer in colonial matters resulted in a structural propensity to learn and adopt. The political geography resulting from the scramble for Africa had a direct impact upon the phenomena under discussion in this study. Sharing borders was a structural feature of Anglo-German imperialism. German East Africa in particular bordered on British territories with similar wildlife ecologies. Consequently, the regulation of trade in animals’ body parts, wildlife conservation, and its advocacy by elitist lobby groups, but especially veterinary science and the ecology of wildlife diseases, all invited exchange and cooperation across borders as much as they fanned competition. At times, they constituted “common projects” of the imperial powers, at times, they merely ran parallel. Given the small circle of imperial decision-makers and the equally limited set of actors involved in veterinary science, hunting, and wildlife conservation, an actor-oriented approach is best suited to identify why some concerns transcended the realm of colony and empire and others did not. It was a result of strategic framing that the first and foremost Anglo-German concern over the depleted game stocks of East Africa lifted Africa’s wildlife into the international arena and resulted in two international conferences on wildlife conservation in Africa before World War I. This study analyzes the actors and motivations behind these transimperial exchanges and connections.
and identifies European imperialism as an important driving force of environmental internationalism around 1900. Taking the colonies as a vantage point for transfers and exchange across several continents also draws attention to connections bypassing the metropole. While the structures of imperial governance necessitated that most colonial issues were handed back to the imperial metropole to be internationalized, the metropole was not the only reference point for the transcontinental connections forged by the politics of wildlife. Robert Koch, for example, developed his knowledge in tropical medicine in British India and Southern Africa. German veterinary scientists trained at Onderstepoort laboratory in South Africa.66 The colonial game reserves were inspired by both the aristocratic European hunting estate and by specific, contextualized understandings of U.S. national parks. By highlighting such transcontinental exchanges, webs of meanings, globalized worldviews, and transfers between and beyond metropole and colony, this book also confronts the environmental history of hunting and conservation in East Africa with the sensibilities of multisited transnational and global histories.67 Thereby, it adds to the recent revisionism of simple diffusionist and exceptionalist understandings of U.S. national park history.68

A third analytical perspective is developed upon the representations and reverberations of the colonial encounter with Africa’s wildlife in Germany. The travelogues, articles, and photographs that transmitted the colonizers’ experience to audiences in imperial Germany were replete with ecstatic descriptions of a radically different, “exotic,” and “primeval” nature. An overwhelmed officer of the colonial military wrote his parents that the “childhood images of paradise which I keep in my head and in which thousands of animals promenade around Adam and Eve under tall trees are nothing compared to the reality I encounter here every single day.” Hanns Braun, a trained historian and journalist relished in the “excitement and mystery of traveling through a continent that has not yet been shaped by man, but still remains stamped by the animal. It was a dream-like journey back to the dawn of creation.”69 Such seemingly natural renderings of African landscapes as primeval, timeless, and empty but for animals were wedded to the mental operation that characterized Europeans’ ordering of the world under the impact of nineteenth-century evolutionism: the reading of geographical difference across space as historical and temporal difference over time. This process has been described as “denial of coevalness” or the “invention of anachronistic space.”70 One of the key strategies to render this assumption plausible was to “naturalize” it.

This study asks how the envisioning of African space as wilderness peopled by animals rather than humans prepared and accompanied the intervention of colonial authorities into physical environments. Often,
they reified this mental separation of humans and animals on the ground. The direct colonial encounter with wildlife in the late nineteenth century also politicized and essentialized earlier discourses of evolutionism, paleontology, and zoogeography to give rise to an epistemic configuration that conflated space and species, habitat, and time in a political geography of the characteristic animal. These ideologies were encapsulated in the first photographic representations of Africa’s wildlife that appeared in Germany around 1900. They show that the new visuality of German colonialism in the “Magic Lantern Empire” was not only about “picturing race” or “advertising Empire,” but also about the virtual authentification of wilderness that motivated cosmopolitan conservationist concern and entrenched a long lasting European stereotype of African nature. The final chapter explores the wider ramifications of this conflation of space and species for ideas about Africa, nature, Heimat, and the nation in Germany. It follows the textual and visual tracks left by Africa’s wildlife, the representations to which they gave rise and the practical consequences these representations entailed—especially in Carl Georg Schillings’s best-selling hunting tales and picture shows, in the discourses of the movement for nature conservation as well as in the German landscape. By tracing the incorporation, domestication, and restoration of the wild by various techniques of Western modernity, The Nature of Imperialism analyses the coconstitution of social ideas of nature and wilderness between colony and metropole “in a single analytic field.” Rather than a laboratory for German conservationist thinking and practices, the colonies must be understood as a source of environmental and preservationist sensibilities in their own right.

Tracking Game in the Colonial Archive

Following the tracks of hunters and wild animals between East Africa and Germany necessitates the transcontinental mining for sources. The basis of this book are records, personal papers, and manuscripts from well over twenty archives and libraries in Tanzania, Kenya, Germany, Great Britain, Belgium, and the United States.

Reconstructing the colonial politics of wildlife is impossible without resorting to material from the “colonial archive.” The most substantial part of the archival material comprises official correspondence of the German imperial authorities in Berlin and in Dar es Salaam. The documents held in Berlin reveal the view from the metropole, but they also include correspondence and reports from the colony that disclose the workings of colonial rule beyond the central administration in Dar es Salaam. Because
the voices from the colony that can be retrieved in Berlin are sporadic and hardly ever extend to the administrative levels below the central administration, it is imperative to complement the archive material of the colonial department (colonial office from 1907 onward) in Berlin with the surviving source material of the “German Records” in Dar es Salaam. Unfortunately, the files of the German East African colonial administration, not to mention the various district stations and outposts, are extremely patchy, because a large part of records was destroyed upon withdrawal from the advancing British forces in World War I. Records that give insight into the hunting and wildlife politics at the level of district stations have survived for the 1890s, whereas the majority of files for the years after 1900 are lost. This loss can only partially be compensated by surviving administrative correspondence and annual reports of district offices or legal cases dealing with breaches of the game regulations. Beyond the memory of “official colonialism,” the files contained in Germany’s ethnographic and natural history museums provide another rich and hitherto hardly tapped source of information on German colonialism. For example, correspondence between hunters and museum curators has survived in the Museum of Natural History in Berlin, which held an official mandate as clearing house for all zoological material obtained on official expeditions between 1889 and 1911. Further archives have been consulted to assess the strategies of participants at the First International Conference on the Preservation of African wildlife in 1900. Given the colonial neighborhood in East Africa, the joint Anglo-German preparation of the London Conference and the overall model character of British colonial rule in terms of wildlife policies, files have been reviewed in the Kenya National Archives as well as in the Public Record Office in London to unravel processes of transfer, mutual borrowings, and observation. A final category of archival material consisted of personal papers and correspondence of leading colonial decision makers and individual hunters. Though scattered and evidently incomplete as far as the personal correspondence is concerned, the papers of Germany’s eminent big game hunter of the time, Carl Georg Schillings, have allowed at least the partial reconstruction of his transnational reception as well as of his transnational conservationist contacts.

Anthropologist Ann Laura Stoler has drawn attention to the role of the archive as the “supreme technology” of late nineteenth-century imperial governance. Archives, and the colonial archives in particular, are no neutral sites of knowledge retrieval but the sedimented memory of the colonial state and thus a site where colonial knowledge was produced and the taxonomies of rule forged. It is, therefore, indispensable to read these documents as expressions of a colonial epistemology. However, although archives “see like a state,” the sources they contain are polyphonic, and
it is the historian’s task to retrieve this polyphony by carefully contrasting “the file” with material of different provenance and other fields of knowledge. All too often, the very archive reveals the failure of imperialist aspirations. Reports and correspondence can be subjected to subversive reading “against the grain” to restore hidden meanings and the multiple agencies of “colonizers,” “colonized,” and also of the animals that crowded the contact zones of colonial rule.

This approach has obvious limits in the assessment of the agency of Africans whose actions are largely represented through the distortions of the colonial archive or the views of the hunter. Still, files do contain occasional reports by local African or Swahili intermediaries, and Africans also got a voice in the rare instances of bearing witness in court cases dealing with breaches of the game laws. But the extremely patchy nature of the source material disallows an observation of the localizations of hunting policies and indigenous reactions for any single area over a longer timescale. While those district officials and missionary ethnographers who produced the sources remained place-bound, hunters, together with porters, counted among the most mobile social groups in East Africa, which accounts for their overall elusive presence in the records.

The records lifted from the imperial archives are contrasted and supplemented with a variety of published material, all fraught with their own problems as historical sources. A multiplicity of travelogues, anthropological and geographical descriptions and ethnographies compiled by missionaries, colonial administrators, and early anthropologists, has been consulted to uncover the significance of hunting in the lives of African societies prior to and under colonial rule. Much of the same caution applies to these sources: travelogues based sweeping assertions upon fleeting observations, and enormous differences exist in the trustworthiness of individual observers. Hunting tales are a genre underlying their own plots of dramatization culminating in the final kill, whereas ethnographies produced by colonial officials or missionaries were implicated in the colonial project and often covered the awkward and complex negotiations with dichotomic essentializations of the colonial situation in which they were produced. Still, differentiations are in place also here: there were authoritarian ethnographers who claimed to know, whereas others revealed their informants and the basis upon which they drew their conclusions. Likewise, there were hunting tales presenting an eternal contest between man and the brute, and those that proceed as detailed and localizable as a diary.

Apart from the various colonial periodicals published in Germany, the most important being the Kolonialzeitung and the Kolonialblatt, the Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Zeitung as the main organ of the white community and the Usambara-Post as the settlers’ mouthpiece in the colony have
been consulted as sources for the significance of hunting in colonial culture as well as for critical perspectives on official wildlife policies. Additionally, this study has for the first time made extensive use of the contemporary German hunting press, such as the periodicals _Wild und Hund_ or the _Deutsche Jägerzeitung_. As staple reading for the considerable community of hunters and game lovers, these periodicals are a most rewarding source for tracking those hunters who, for various reasons, did not publish their stories in book-length volumes. Discussions in the hunting press also reveal the disputed character of big game hunting at the fringes of European expansion. Moreover, the hunting press generally discloses the degree to which a social group usually associated with provincialism actually participated in the global appropriation of the wild. Its value as a source for a social history of hunting is, however, diminished insofar as the social background of contributors is often hard to assess, especially when authors used pseudonyms or only gave their initials. Then, contemporary British and German publications on veterinary medicine have been consulted to reconstruct transimperial debates on wildlife diseases and to partially compensate for a dearth of files on the local level in Dar es Salaam. Finally, hunting and the global loss of the large mammalian fauna were topics reverberating frequently in the flurry of journals in the field of popular science, but also in the publications of the fledgling movement for nature conservation. They allow for a cautious assessment of the social reach of conservationist concern about the colonies in German society.

The book is organized into three parts. The first part consists of two chapters that analyze the political ecology of wildlife in the transition from precolony to colonial rule. They stress the continuity of a hunter principle of authority that emerged under the ivory trade and marked the years of colonial conquest. Part II charts the making of Tanzania’s wildlife conservation regime in three chronologically successive chapters (3 to 5). Starting from Maji Maji as the violent end of hunting as a middle ground for political alliances, the conflicting politics of wildlife are analyzed under the conditions of an unfolding settler society and the increasing impact of hunter-conservationist networks in Germany. The first two parts together develop a narrative of how colonial wildlife regulation in Tanzania evolved from exploitation toward conservation in a haphazard manner of constant trial and error. Therefore, a synopsis of the most important game ordinances has been compiled in the appendix to provide additional orientation and helpful reference. The third part abandons the chronological organization of the previous chapters. Here, systematic perspectives on the wider ramifications of conservation between metropole and colony prevail. Drawing upon the evidence assembled in the first two parts, chapters 6 to 8 systematically entrench aspects that
have received only short shrift in the chronological chapters. Chapter 6 explores the politics of reserves and protected area governance between local and global historical perspectives. The following chapter charts the transimperial and international mechanics and entanglements of wildlife conservation and reflects upon the relationship between Britain and Germany as empires among empires, both from East African and metropolitan perspectives. The final chapter, 8, focusses on the reverberations of East African wildlife conservation in Germany. By putting these themes into broader analytical contexts, the third part, together with the epilogue, highlights the lasting and broader significance of the nature of German imperialism in East Africa.

Chapter 1 sets out with the ecology of wildlife in the Tanganyikan pre-colony and distinguishes settlement and trade as the main regimes that governed hunting as a highly differentiated and dynamic form of African societies’ interaction with nature. The incorporation of ever more societies in Tanganyika into the networks of the long-distance caravan trade toward Zanzibar brought about decisive transformations in the political, social, and moral ecology of hunting, which came to be the main economic activity by which East Africans partook in the worldwide web of trade in the nineteenth century. The rising value of wildlife commodities, especially of ivory prompted the emergence of specialized elephant hunters. The control of elephants and ivory became an important mechanism for the accumulation of wealth and authority, enabling self-made political entrepreneurs to establish themselves as big men and attract a following. When the Germans took control of East Africa in the last decade of the nineteenth century, they found a political economy benefiting a “hunter principle” of political authority as well as a marked commercialization of elephant hunting and the gradual erosion of the political, social, and cultural buffers that had served to prevent the overexploitation of elephant herds.

Chapter 2 corrects the erroneous assumption that the Tanganyikan elephant population was already too depleted to assign ivory an important role for the German colonizers. It shows how hunting and the acquisition of ivory were instrumental in the establishment of German colonial rule: ivory served as the main subsidy and currency of conquest. Until around 1900, German wildlife policies in East Africa were governed by the political ecology of the ivory trade. Chapter 3 links the themes of parts I and II by charting the transition of hunting policies from trade toward conservation. Linking the elephants of the Mahenge district in the southern highlands with the various levels of imperial governance over wildlife, the chapter interprets the Maji Maji rising in 1905 as an environmental conflict over the access to elephants and wildlife resources. The war effectively put an end to the colonial “big man” policies of hunting and ivory that had
marked the years of conquest. Chapters 4 and 5 unfold the whole panorama of conflicts over the regulation of hunting after Maji Maji, when a growing number of white settlers in the colony and an emerging lobby of hunter conservationists in Germany appeared as new stakeholders on the scene. Scientific studies proved that game hosted trypanosomes that caused human and animal sleeping sickness. The controversial debate about the future of wildlife in the colony exposed the cleavages of colonial society and turned into Germany’s biggest environmental scandal of the Kaiserreich when governor von Rechenberg attempted the creation of a cordon sanitaire devoid of game to prevent the spread of rinderpest in 1910. Moral outrage, a well-connected wildlife lobby, and the interference of German Emperor Wilhelm II resulted in a revision of the game laws largely in tune with the ideals of the conservationists. By 1912, the expropriation of Africans from the control over their wildlife was virtually complete.

Chapters 6 to 8 abandon the chronology of wildlife politics to rehearse systematically the different spatialities of the colonial encounter with the wild. Chapter 6 conceptualizes late nineteenth-century imperialism as a driving force for the globalization of environmental responsibility. It situates the establishment of game reserves in East Africa between wildlife degradation, governmental land politics, heterotopian ideals of wilderness, and the transimperial exchange of concepts that connected reserves along the Rufiji with Yellowstone in North America, the Southern Game Reserve in Kenya, and the Schorfheide outside Berlin. The introduction of game reserves entailed a shift of environmental decision-making away from the respective locality, subjecting the politics of place in East Africa to the structures and actors of imperial environmental governance. Chapter 7 explores the politics of wildlife in colony and metropole in their transimperial and international as well as in their governmental and social dimensions. It provides a synopsis of the entwined coevolution of wildlife policies in German and British East Africa and traces various forms of transimperial cooperation in wildlife-related fields. The chapter systematically assesses the conditions and factors underlying exchange and cooperation across empires and determines the relationship between imperialism and internationalism in the field of colonial conservation. Chapter 8 is concerned with the textual, visual, and conceptual reverberations and representations of the colonial encounter with the African fauna in Germany. It traces the cultural messages and environmental sensibilities conveyed through the nascent wildlife photography, and it examines how the debates about wildlife conservation in the German colonies and the global vanishing of the giant fauna nourished conservationists’ anxieties about the loss of rootedness in an era of rapid industrialization and social change. The perceived originality of African nature exposed an emotional blank in
German environmental identity that motivated attempts at restoring the wild to the German landscape.

Finally, a word on words. In order to enhance legibility, I have translated all quotations from the original German into English. However, there are a few terms where the utilization of English equivalents would contort the original meaning, as in the case of Weidgerechtigkeit, the word German hunters used to denote the ethics and attitudes of hunting they deemed to be peculiarly German. Its closest English equivalent would be “sportsmanship.” However, this term and the understanding of hunting as a “sport” in general were hotly contested by those parts of the German hunting fraternity who rejected this association with competition and records, often in nationalistic terms. Weidgerechtigkeit and sportsmanship constituted rivaling and ideologically charged concepts in contemporary colonial debates over wildlife regulation, and any translation would risk blurring this incommensurability. “Conservation” and “preservation” are used according to their established understanding in international environmental history, that is, with conservation denoting measures of nature protection that allowed for management and sustainable utilization to ensure the continued use of animals through humans, as opposed to preservation as noninterventionist forms of protection predicated upon assumptions of ecological integrity and natural balance.77 However, contemporary conservationist debates were characterized by a mixture of motivations and concepts that scrambled this distinction as much as the terminology employed in German conservationist discourse: The terms Jagdschutz and Wildschutz referred to the protection of legitimate hunting and game and thus count among measures of conservation through utilization. The terms Naturschutz (nature protection) and the rarely deployed Tierschutz (animal protection) framed Africa’s wildlife within the newly emerging concern over the preservation of the remnants of pristine nature in the late nineteenth century.

Writing about colonialism inevitably entails dealing with a formation of epistemic power whose language and terminology was geared to govern and render legible. Colonial rule invented and employed a system of homogenizing, derogatory, and straightforwardly racist categories with little correspondence to the self-identification of the people thus described. However, as “technical terms” of colonial rule, this terminology is often indispensable. Colonial rule and the game legislation it prompted was predicated upon a distinction between Eingeborene (natives) and Nicht-Eingeborene (nonnatives), the former including not only Africans but also Arabs, Zanzibaris, and Indians, the latter denoting any white person originating in a country counted among the “civilized” nations. Where the use of such terminology cannot be avoided, it will be placed in quotation marks.
Similarly fraught with problems are the denomination of African ethnicities. Africanist scholarship has exposed the “time-defying and history-denying” logic behind a category such as “tribe,” which fails to capture complex social structures and arrested social mobility and fluid identities in archaic immobility. These ethnic referents are used nonetheless, but they are to be understood as geographical and historical references to an area and its people, not necessarily implying that they existed as a named and bounded political community during the nineteenth century. Reference to the territory under study is equally problematic: “German East Africa” was constituted as a meaningful political unit only by the end of the nineteenth century. Any application of German East Africa, Tanganyika, or Tanzania to the social, political, and economic constellations of this area earlier than the 1880s is to apply a conceptual framework that simply did not exist. As a colonial invention, German East Africa made sense for Europeans, but hardly for its inhabitants. Comprising also Rwanda and Burundi, it was neither equivalent to the Tanganyika that came to replace it as denominator, nor to the Tanzania that was formed as a union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar in 1964. Nonetheless, I use German East Africa, Tanganyika, or colonial Tanzania interchangeably as a reference for the emerging centralized territorial state that came to be the dominant framework for East Africa’s politics of wildlife ever since the last decade of the nineteenth century. The colonial spelling of place names has been adapted to current usage.
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